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Finding Images on the Web and Copyright
If you are creating a scholarly poster, website, or any work that will be distributed to the public or your fellow students (even if it is just posted in Blackboard), you can only use images where you have obtained permission from the copyright holder or where the creator has explicitly stated how the image can be used.

Some sites where you can search for images:
- Google Image Advanced Search – In the Advanced Search, limit your search to images that are “labelled for reuse” under the category of Usage Rights. Caution: Even with this limit, some of the search results may be images that you can’t use without paying or getting permission first. Look at the fine print on the website that talks about how the information can be used.
- Creative Commons – Creative Commons is an alternative to traditional copyright. Consult the creative commons license attached to the image to see how it can be used.
- Flickr Advanced Search – Limit your search to images that are licensed through Creative Commons. Read the license to see if it allows you to reuse the image - the link to the license is usually on the right hand side of the screen under the heading License.
- Public Health Image Library – Many of the images on the site are in the public domain – scroll to the bottom of the page of each photo to see restrictions on its use.

You can also contact the copyright holder of an image directly for permission.

Citing Images in APA
Any images or graphs used should include a figure note to indicate the source of the image or data used to create your graph. You will also include a reference to the source of the image or data on your reference list. For more information on how to create a figure note, refer to pages 151 to 160 of the new APA manual. Here is an example of how to cite a photo retrieved online and on the reference list:
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